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Abstract
This article analyzes how visual scopic regimes of military drones configure violence as a form of 
man hunting. For the French philosopher Grégoire Chamayou, man hunting embodies a type of 
cynegetic (hunting related) violence, which military drones can execute by power surveillance. 
Research often focuses on the political, legal, anthropological, and ethical aspects of this type of 
violence; the aspects of its visual framing are underexposed. In order to change this shortcoming, 
this article draws attention to the medial aspects of this violence by investigating the drone’s scopic 
regime. The scopic regime refers to the drone’s visual configuration, i.e. its ocular operations of 
capture, its optical perspective on the target, the visual sensing of the drone pilot, as well as the 
target’s range of vision. Three scopic dimensions of military drones, namely hypervisibility, visual 
immersion, and invisibility are investigated. In doing so, this article explores how drones stage, 
interpret, convey, mediate, and execute violence as man hunting. Excursions to the works of 
contemporary visual artists are conducted in order to illustrate aesthetic interventions against 
the drone’s visual superpower.
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Introduction

When George W Bush spoke in 2003 at the FBI about the terrorist threat to the US, he 
announced that the Americans had launched themselves into a new kind of war:
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We’re at war in a different kind of war. It’s a war that requires us to be on an international man 
hunt. We’re on the hunt. It’s a war that causes us to need to get the enemy on the run. We got 
them on the run. And it’s just a matter of time before we bring them to justice.

Despite its simplistic rhetoric, the quote entails a precise observation of a fundamental 
change of contemporary violence: that is, the shift from conventional warfare to the man 
hunt. For the French philosopher Grégoire Chamayou, man hunting embodies a form of 
cynegetic violence, which is defined by tracking, detecting, surveilling, and capturing 
(Chamayou, 2012). Man hunting no longer incorporates the features of the classic 
Clausewitzean duel – a mutual combat, in which two opposing sides fight each other in 
a declared war. Rather, a man hunt is defined by a strong hunter, who advances, and a 
prey that hides and flees.

From Ancient Sparta, the pursuits of the biblical figure of Nimrod, the chase of the 
heretics in the Middle Ages, the colonial quests of the natives of the New Worlds to the 
genocides of the 20th and 21st centuries, man hunting is as old as mankind. Even though 
its practices and its missions decisively differ throughout history, they nevertheless share 
a common denominator: the animalization of humans into prey. Man hunting is not only 
about the techniques of tracking and capturing, but also about the frames of recognition 
that control procedures of exclusion and draw the lines of demarcation between hunter 
and prey within the human community. Chamayou, in his recent book A Theory of the 
Drone (2015), develops a philosophy that connects the execution of violence of the drone 
with practices of man hunting. Whereas his theory takes an anthropological and ethical 
approach to interpret the power of the drone, the drone’s optical configuration, its spe-
cific mode of image perception, and its visual execution of violence remain underex-
posed in his book. This article aims to fill this gap by focusing on the visual field of 
military drones (also known as: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAVs) and analyzes their 
implementation of violence from a visual–cultural studies perspective. Following WJT 
Mitchell’s dictum that not only power shapes the visual field, but also the visual field 
executes power, I would like to show how the vision as well as the visuality of the drone 
performs governmental power as a form of man hunting. Concentrating on the term 
scopic regime, my article thus expands on Chamayou’s philosophical and ethical con-
cepts about the drone by highlighting the dimension of visual control. Thus, the original 
contribution of this article is that it synthesizes Chamayou’s observations about violence 
and man hunt with an analysis of the drone’s visual power and its scopic regimes under-
pinning drone war. This is important because it shows that the drone’s execution of vio-
lence is based on technologies of image processing that, in turn, construct a separation 
between predator and prey, enemy and friend, and the familiar and the unfamiliar.

The term scopic regime (Jay, 1993; Metz, 1982) refers in this context to the drone’s 
visual framing, i.e. its ocular operations of capture, its optical perspective on the target, 
the visual sensing of the drone and its controller, the target’s range of vision, as well as 
the representation of drones in social and aesthetic discourses. Derek Gregory’s work 
has engaged with this term and he has shown how the drone’s scopic regime can change 
the rules of conventional warfare, the latter understood as an open confrontation 
between several parties with the goal of the capitulation of one side (Gregory, 2014a). 
Conventional war connects to a legal discourse, in which specific laws of war (the jus 
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ad bellum law and the jus in bello law) define its justification and its means. According 
to just war theory, the concept of the jus ad bellum law, for example, addresses the idea 
that political leaders have to be held accountable for the reason to go to war, for the 
intention, for the proportionality of the risk, and for the probability of success; the 
notion of the jus in bello law refers to the rights in combat and raises issues of justice 
within battle (Walzer, 2000). The research by the geographer Alison Williams and the 
political scientist Kyle Grayson have likewise worked with the term of the scopic 
regime to demonstrate (among other aspects) the geopolitical implications of the drone’s 
vertical gaze (Grayson, 2012; Williams, 2014).

Whereas this existing research focuses on the connection between the drone’s scopic 
regime and the management of space and (legal) power, I examine the specific configu-
rations of the drone’s ability to stage vision and visuality. Although the historian and art 
critic Hal Foster understands vision as the physical operation and visuality as a social 
construction, he neither separates these terms nor does he exclusively focus on only one 
of them (Foster, 1998). Rather he considers vision and visuality as intertwined but differ-
ent entities that in turn can work together to construct the hierarchy of sight (Foster, 
1998). In this article, I would like to work with Foster’s approach on vision and visuality, 
which allows me to detect discursive forms of visual power. I concentrate on three scopic 
dimensions of the drone (configurations of the drone’s vision/visuality): hypervisibility, 
visual immersion, and invisibility. All three categories intertwine the physical act of see-
ing with representations of vision. Decoding these scopic dimensions should show how 
military drones stage, interpret, convey, and execute violence as man hunting on a phys-
iological–affective level as well as a social construction. Although I will engage with 
questions of the legality/illegality of drone warfare, my analysis is centered on the aspect 
of how parameters of vision and visuality can execute forms of power (man hunt). I also 
conduct brief excursions into the works of contemporary visual artists, who seek to dis-
rupt the visual superpower of the military drone. These excursions should show that 
artistic works can intervene and problematize scopic regimes that are officially obscured 
by the drone; however, these aesthetic examples only have an illustrative function and do 
not represent the main object of this investigation.

Hypervisibility: The first dimension of the drone’s scopic 
regime

The recent military video capture technology with the mythical name of Gorgon Stare 
embodies the hypervisibility of the drone’s scopic regime. Scholars of the humanities 
know Gorgons well, a monster species in Greek mythology, comprised of three sisters 
– Medusa, Stheno, and Euryale. In particular, Medusa is famous for turning anyone who 
looks at her into stone. Since 2011, a Gorgon works for the American military, the CIA, 
and for the DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Agency, responsible for the develop-
ment of new technologies for use by the military). What is Gorgon Stare? What does it 
do? How does this system see? My knowledge about this system stems from Derek 
Gregory’s work on drones, in particular on his article ‘From a View to a Kill’ and his 
outstanding blog (Gregory, 2014a, 2014b). Gorgon Stare is a wide area surveillance tech-
nology able to capture motion imagery of a whole city, which in turn can be analyzed by 
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humans and artificial intelligence (Gregory, 2011). This technology incorporates a spher-
ical array of nine cameras attached to an aerial drone armed with Hell Fire Missiles. 
Together with its brother, the surveillance technology Argus-IS (again a telling name), 
which contains over hundred cellphone-like cameras, they can quilt together a mega-
stream of images into a large-scale mosaic and feed them into networks of ground sta-
tions. In fact, a drone operator is never quite alone; he or she is always connected to 
different ground stations that interpret the visual data. For example, the Creech Air Force 
Base in Nevada, where drone pilots sit in office-like containers glued to a computer 
screen, is interlinked to the Combined Air and Space Operations Center (also called the 
IMAX) in Qatar, which houses visual data analysts, military commanders, and advisors 
(Gregory, 2011).

Gorgon Stare’s real-time, full-motion and high definition video feeds and its connec-
tion to a so-called theatre of war certainly overcome the limitations of time and space. 
Gorgon’s sight from above is like a God’s eye, all-encompassing and all-seeing. As a 
drone pilot admits: ‘Sometimes I felt like a God hurling thunderbolts from afar’ (Gregory, 
2011: 192). Given these Olympian powers suggested by Gorgon Stare, a parallel to the 
scopic regime of Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon seems imperative. Like the panopticon, 
Gorgon Stare suggests a totalized and synoptic view on the surveyed object. The philoso-
pher Zygmunt Bauman, however, has pointed out that the drone’s visual field of surveil-
lance is in fact far more powerful than that of the panopticon since it neither requires 
spatial partitions nor fixed architectural demarcations. This multi-scopic gaze becomes 
quite clear when one looks at the spherical distribution of cameras of Gorgon Stare and 
Argus-IS that are no longer organized via a centralized verticality (i.e. the panopticon’s 
watch tower), but rather a multi-faceted rhizomatic gaze that can constantly change its 
constellations. Drones embody what Bauman calls a ‘liquid technology’, no longer per-
pendicularly ordered, but a-central, flexible and liquid. The fluidity impacts the ways 
data are collected.

However, drones not only imply a shift in data quantity, they also have a qualitative 
effect on governmental organization. The drone’s stare (its visual field) – like the pano-
pticon – no longer has the objective to discipline, improve, and better the individual for 
society. Bentham saw the panopticon as an instrument that disciplines the soul and the 
body: a moral institution as a blueprint for a better society. The surveillance systems of 
Gorgon and Argus, however, do not adhere to this concept of perfectibility. They are 
neither involved with disciplining nor any combat but, rather, like hunters, they do aim 
to pursue and eliminate the target. The names of the drones, which Gorgon and Argus use 
to travel on, speak for themselves – the Reaper, the Predator, the Black Hawk – birds of 
prey and death himself. In the past, in the countryside, English common law allowed the 
‘hunting of ravenous beasts of prey, as badgers and foxes, in another man’s land: because 
destroying such creatures is said to be profitable to the public’ (Blackstone, 1978: 213). 
Gorgon claims this old hunting rule as a right to conduct assassinations on foreign terri-
tory or, to use the words of Herfried Münkler, as a right to ‘pest control’ on a global scale 
(Münkler, 2003: 30).

The visual artist, author and geographer Trevor Paglen reflects on this visual super-
power of drones and their practices of hunting in an art project on military patches. 
Paglen has conducted many photographic projects that engage with secret worlds and 
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hidden spaces within the American military and the CIA. In his book I Could Tell You 
But Then You Would Have To Be Destroyed by Me: Emblems from the Pentagon’s Dark 
World (2006), he collected pictures of official and semi-official military patches that 
American soldiers wear on their uniforms or receive as a signification of honor. As the 
outcome of several Freedom of Information requests, Paglen’s book exhibits patches 
with monsters, swords, skulls, rockets, wizards and aliens, that are not meant to be 
decodable for the general public. Research has discussed Paglen’s interest in the semiot-
ics of obscure power in his photography as well as in the patches project (Dawsey, 
2008). My article claims that Paglen’s patches highlight the aesthetics of hunting: 
besides their rather scurrilous iconography, it is striking that many of these patches, in 
particular the ones that imply a context with drone missions, exhibit the visual field of 
hunting. There is one patch with the inscription ‘432 AEW Hunters’ showing two mili-
tary drones in the sky hovering over a forest (which resembles a nature hunting ground 
in the Wild West) where men on horses fight each other. The patch associates drone 
operations as missions of hunting, chasing prey, and the total elimination of the adver-
sary. There is another patch that is addressed to the unmanned military vehicle ‘USAF 
M-Q-9 Reaper’, which shows the figure of death, the grim reaper with a skull and 
glooming red eyes, with the inscription ‘That Others May Die’. Seeing these emblems 
together with the scopic systems of Gorgon Stare and Argus IS, the logic of hunting in 
drone missions becomes more than clear. As mentioned, the drone’s goal is the elimina-
tion of the target in a mode that evades direct combat, confrontation, and an open con-
flict. However, before I expand on the invisibility of drone missions, the hunting attitude 
of drone pilots should be scrutinized in more detail. Does the drone pilot, the hunter 
with hypervisible powers, look on his prey in a cold, detached and distanced manner? 
My discussion of the next scopic dimension, namely visual immersion, will show that 
the drone operator’s visual field is much more complex.

Visual immersion: The second dimension of the drone’s 
scopic regime

Literary scholars and cultural critics are very familiar with the gaze from above as a 
perspective of violence, as a view of the killer who remains cold, distanced, and morally 
detached. This cool gaze is often utilized in literary depictions of war, terror and vio-
lence. In Ernst Jünger’s prose on the experience of World War I, for example, the author 
often makes use of a ‘cool gaze’ – a so-called gaze from heights (Höhenblick) – to depict 
the horrors, suffering, and dying on battle fields. In fact, author and soldier Jünger was 
fascinated with the optical medium of photography, which in turn could see the target in 
a detached fashion. In his essay ‘On Pain’ he noted the following:

The photograph stands outside the realm of sensibility. It has something of a telescopic 
quality: one can tell that the object photographed was seen by an insensitive and invulnerable 
eye. That eye registers equally well a bullet in midair or the moment in which a man is torn 
apart by an explosion. This is our characteristic way of seeing, and photography is nothing 
other than an instrument of this new propensity in human nature. (Jünger, 1980: 181, author’s 
translation).
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According to this passage, photography (the image, the photographer, and the appara-
tus) distances pain. The camera eye does not know empathy; it shoots mechanically the 
moments of horrors in great acuity. Helmut Lethen’s (1994) book on coolness and violence 
in modern literature makes distance a primary constituent for a lack of empathy and moral 
detachment. For Jünger, emotional coolness and lack of empathy are precisely the psycho-
logical attitudes that soldiers need to exercise in order to conduct warfare. Can we thus 
conclude that modern drone cameras are also supposed to develop a desensitized and 
numbed combat attitude and function as a type of stimulus protection defense mechanism 
against anxiety? It seems that visual technology of late modern warfare got much more 
complex. First of all, using distance as a moral yardstick to measure the inhumanity of 
drone warfare is problematic since the distance between weapon, soldier, and target became 
increasingly larger throughout the course of history, and thus drone technology only repre-
sents the cutting edge of this development. Secondly, recent research has shown that drone 
pilots are far from being remote, detached and cool (Gregory, 2011). In fact, they are only 
18 inches away from the screen that shows the scene of violence; they see the killing right 
in front of them. They watch Death TV, as it is called in military jargon. ‘You see a lot of 
detail’, an Air Force commander notes, so ‘we feel it, may be not in the same degree as if 
we were actually there, but it affects us’ (Gregory, 2011: 198). The video feeds the pilots 
are watching do not stage violence as a passive spectacle, but as a highly immersive one, 
drawing them very close into the world of the potential targets. In fact, the video feed 
resembles the computer simulation training programs used in the army before the troops 
get deployed. The difference between these media is, of course, that the drone video feed 
does not have a reset button. Nevertheless, the question remains as to how far these visual 
training programs (and the drone videos) can differentiate between the real and the unreal. 
As the films by the German artist Harun Farocki show, the simulation programs utilized by 
the armies (before deployment and afterwards in order to treat Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder [PTSD]) blur the boundaries between reality and virtuality in ways that the human 
visual and cognitive apparatus can no longer easily differentiate (Beil and Ehmann, 2011). 
Through the time–space compression of drone technology, drone pilots are also absorbed 
in a type of paradoxical co-presence, close to the killing and far away at the same time. 
Thus, the drone pilots experience a form of new intimacy, which is opposed to a cold killer 
attitude and a detached play-station mentality (Gregory, 2011). This intimacy can be the 
cause of PTSD for the pilots, and studies have shown that drone pilots experience symp-
toms such as anxiety, stress, hyper-arousal, and flashbacks (Chappelle et al., 2014).

However, this unprecedented closeness and the evidence of PTSD should not be read 
as a counter argument for the connection between drones and man hunting. The close-up 
shots on the targets from afar presents a visual frame that is still based on the hunter–prey 
dichotomy. This is because the screen conveys a completely one-sided form of intimacy. 
The drone pilot gets immersed and close to the target, but the target has no possibility of 
looking back, there is no chance of seeing, pointing to, or recognizing the enemy. The 
targets do not have the right to look back, as Nicholas Mirzoeff (2011) described in his 
counter history on visuality and colonialism:

The right to look claims autonomy … the claim to a political subjectivity and collectivity. It 
means requiring the recognition of the other in order to have a place from which to claim rights 
and to determine what is right. (p. 1)
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Thus, this form of intimacy/closeness that is based on the abjection of the right of look-
ing is highly selective, and it can often lead to the very construction of targets which 
‘others’ civilians into enemies. Incidences of civilians being mistakenly taken for terror-
ists are very common because their movements are interpreted as suspicious. Cameras 
are mistaken for rifles, children for adolescent warriors, prayers as Taliban signifiers, and 
peaceful daily behavior is sometimes interpreted as tactical movement.

To put it in legal terms, the scopic regime of total visual immersion violates the jus in 
bello law, which addresses the necessary differentiation between combatants and non-com-
batants. The whole visual set-up of the screen of the drone pilot, its co-presence, its simulta-
neous proximity and distance, and its high-definition reality effects provide an illusionary 
frame of transparency. It constructs a place of heightened visibility, in which one side cannot 
get out of the frame; this side is petrified by a gaze that predominantly seeks to annihilate. 
This visual framing does not allow the otherness as being other, but rather represents a 
techno-cultural system that signifies our space as familiar even though being in their space.

The art installation titled Not a Bug Splat makes this aspect of constructing targets 
through techniques of hypervisibility apparent. A group of artists (among them Noor 
Behram) and Pakistani villagers unveiled this giant vinyl banner picturing the face of a 
child in a lush green field in the region of Pakistan, where drone attacks regularly occur 
(website: http://notabugsplat.com). According to the organizers of the art installation, the 
child had lost his parents and his siblings in a drone strike. The enlarged face of the child, 
her stern gaze and wide open eyes fixate the viewer from afar, the grainy black and white 
background suggests the aesthetics of military visual material. Whereas researchers have 
claimed that this art installation gives a face to the anonymous killings (Delmont, 2013), 
I argue that the artwork goes beyond that form of visual criticism: it breaks the one-sided 
frame and performs the idea of looking back to the perpetrator on a large-scale format. 
Its exclamatory title Not a Bug Splat precisely echoes the ideology of hunting since, in 
drone speak, targeted bodies are often referred to as ‘bug splat’ suggesting a sense of an 
insect being crushed. ‘Bug Splat’ is also the name of a Defense Department computer 
program for calculating collateral damage (Koehler, 2012). The art installation Not a Bug 
Splat points to the zoological model of violence (hunting) that is executed by drone 
attacks; the frame of the one-sided mirror is broken and the image seeks to reinstall the 
frames of humanness. This aspect leads to the next scopic parameter: invisibility.

Invisibility: The third dimension of the drone’s scopic 
regime

In A Theory of the Drone (2015), Chamayou draws upon the myth of Gyges to describe 
another characteristic of the drone’s visual field. In classical mythology, Gyges was a 
shepherd who discovered a magical ring that could make him invisible. Armed with this 
new power, Gyges eventually killed the king, married the queen and seized the throne. A 
drone pilot represents the Gyges of the 21st century; however, instead of a shepherd who 
aims to gather his flock into a community, the modern Gyges is a hunter. Like the hunter, 
who often makes himself or herself invisible to lure his prey, the drone operator remains 
hidden. And, again like the hunter, who uses intermediaries (such as beaters, or packs of 
dogs) to chase his prey, the drone pilot also implements auxiliaries to ensure his or her 
maximum protection and invulnerability.

http://notabugsplat.com
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Thus, the drone Gyges erases the conditions of possibility for a fair fight since it does 
not take on any life or death risk. Of course, one can argue that the demand for a fair 
fight is an archaic claim. There might have been fair fights between knights in chival-
rous warfare and in the pre-Napoleonic Wars, but a fair fight does not really exist in 
modern warfare. There is also the question of whether one would really ever wish for a 
fair fight in combat. Nevertheless, one should not rule out the importance of fairness as 
a weak claim. Rather, following Chamayou, the myth of Gyges raises a question about 
human virtue, and in what ways virtual (invisible) violence clashes with the idea of a 
virtuous war. In Plato’s Republic, the story of Gyges is used to ask the following ques-
tions: What happens to virtue if it becomes possible to evade responsibility for one’s 
actions? Can an invisible person, like Gyges, be virtuous? Traditionally the military 
ethos privileges courage, sacrifice and heroism. These virtues gave war what Clausewitz 
saw as its presumptive moral force, which was closely connected to reciprocity: in order 
to kill with honor, the soldier must be prepared to die. But what happens when all of this 
becomes unnecessary? What are the consequences of this virtueless and post-heroic 
war? Not only those who live under drones, but also those who fly them often consider 
them to be the weapon of the coward. The fierce protest against medals for drone pilots 
has shown that invisibility and heroism do not go together. This is not a lamentation 
about the good old wars and a comeback of heroes. Rather the goal is to show that drone 
missions (by inflicting violence like a man hunt) trigger fundamental changes on how 
we interpret military action, heroism, and courage. Gyges’ visual scope sets off pro-
found changes in the ethics of sacrifice and courage. In drone operations, we no longer 
herald traditional associations with military courage, such as risk taking, physical and 
emotional strength, and the will to sacrifice. Rather the drone suggests the virtue of 
outsmarting the enemy by technology, and this virtue is exclusively based on the idea of 
auto-preservation and self-protection.

In this context, the work by the current filmmaker and visual artist Omer Fast is of 
utmost interest. Fast’s 30-minuite cinematic work ‘5000 Feet Is Best’ (2011) offers a 
critique of the visual power of drones by precisely investigating the drone’s scopic 
dimension of invisibility in a semi-documentary format. The film stems from a series of 
conversations the artist conducted with a former US Air Force Predator Drone operator 
now working in Las Vegas as a casino security guard, who reflects on his daily duties and 
the psychological effects of drone missions in Pakistan and Afghanistan. The film weaves 
together vignettes of original footage from these interviews with their fictional re-stag-
ing. It does not follow the rules of a factional documentary, but by means of imaginative 
elements (dead can be alive), strong light and shadow effects, and the inversion of loca-
tions (drone strikes take place in Nevada) constantly merges the boundaries between 
sharpness and blurriness, transparency and obscurity, absence and presence. The physi-
cal ramifications are central to my discussion about invisibility since the film also focuses 
(among other aspects) on the trauma of the drone pilots (Warren, 2013). On the one hand, 
the film clip presents the drone’s full visual power, which in turn can see everything, 
even the smallest details. The narrator gets lost in the beauty of this vision. On the other 
hand, it also shows the effects of the drone’s invisibility. The tracking of a child on a 
bicycle in a modern settlement in Nevada conveys the terror of surveillance, but also the 
psychological toll this invisibility takes on the drone pilots. The film discloses the 
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psychopathology of the drone by showing the shadowy face of the drone pilot. His eyes 
are constantly searching; his gaze conveys restlessness, and emotional brokenness. The 
hunter seems to have become the hunted, the one who is followed by images of the auto-
mated killings of the target and haunted by nightmares. The figure of the drone pilot 
seems to ask himself in silence: Was I just a killer, an assassin, or a real soldier? Were the 
killings out of the sky legitimate or just acts of sheer murder? The film does not provide 
answers, but certainly disrupts the myth of visual sovereignty of drones and deflects the 
idea of beneficial bombing in the spirit of the aseptic nature of drone interventions.

Conclusion

My analysis should have shown how the scopic regime of military drones executes vio-
lence as a form of man hunting and, in doing so, impedes the rules of conventional war-
fare. There is a school of military ethicist and moral philosophers who would fiercely 
disagree with this idea. Bradley Strawser, for example, claims that because drones do 
save the lives of the just, they are not only ethical in themselves, but we in fact have a 
moral duty to use them: ‘I contend that in certain contexts UAV employment is not only 
ethically permissible, but is, in fact, ethically obligatory’ (Strawser, 2010: 344). Because 
drone operators fight just wars, according to Strawser’s logic, their means of fighting 
these wars are also just, and therefore the jus in bello law and the jus ad bellum law are 
not impeded. The fact that the means are asymmetrical is only acceptable because the 
just warrior is fighting a just war and therefore it is preferable that he or she is better 
protected than the unjust one. The public version of this argument is illustrated in a com-
mercial by the US Airforce in the magazine Popular Science, which was integrated into 
an article on unmanned armed vehicles (Sweetmann, 1997: 95–101). The commercial 
shows a remotely controlled combat plane against a clear blue sky with the heading 
‘Nobody dies, but the enemy’ conveying the idea of a clean, sanitized, and just war. The 
argument of saving lives is powerful, and once you get caught up in the plethora of moral 
normative claims with a utilitarian scope, it is difficult to get out. My article aimed to go 
beyond a utilitarian frame of reasoning by negating their basic hypothesis: drone wars 
are not wars, therefore they cannot be just wars. They are man hunts and their scopic 
regime facilitates this form of violence. My article intends to open up a debate on drones 
and their ramification for the representation of visual violence within a larger scope. 
Reading these works of military ethicists, I came across a rather narrow conception of 
ethics, namely an ethics of killing well, instead of living well – a form of reasoning that 
Chamayou (2015) also calls ‘necro-ethics’ (see Feldmann et al., 2010). My goal was to 
demonstrate how drones fundamentally change the parameters of warfare and how their 
visual framing raises issues about our modes of recognizing humans as humans, their 
precariousness, and their vulnerability. In his recent book States of Violence (2010[2006]), 
the French philosopher Fréderic Gros describes how the contemporary landscape of vio-
lence undergoes profound transformations. Contemporary military conflicts are no 
longer exclusively defined by the oppositions of war and peace, by the concept of linear 
temporality, and marked territoriality. Rather war has been substituted by so-called states 
of violence that can be everywhere and are anarchic, privatized, and indefinite. Gros 
hereby refers to the asymmetrical warfare of terrorism as well as to interventionist 
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security politics. In these states of violence, he claims, there is no longer an ethical aspect 
at stake since the idea of mutuality, the exchange of death, the clash of battles, what he 
calls the moral matrix of war has been removed. Violence, thus, is directed toward the 
fragility of the individual and his or her vulnerability. It is true, drone wars can save lives, 
but this saving is based on a grammar of visual exclusion and bio-political power. Gorgon 
Stare, the visual field of drone operators, and the drone’s obscurity create frames of vis-
ual recognition that make decisions about who is allowed to be in the frame of those who 
are preserved vis à vis who is outside this frame and who should be hunted.
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